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An authoritative information to the links between meals and health addresses such topics as
the impact of diet plan on common ailments; $350,000 ad/promo. and tips on reading meals
labels. how exactly to cook foods to increase nutritional value;
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A bargin, financialy, and intellectually - best buy around. Want I had known about this kind of
book years ago. it really is created in alphabetical order and you can look up almost every
sickness, foods, minerals and vitamins, what is best for what, what are the drawbacks and where
to find them.Regardless of price, this book is a treasure trove of information, and can be an easy
read. Not a book you'll have for years as a reference Interesting. I would suggest this book to
anyone. etc. Earl Mindell, and others.As a holistic nutritionist, however, I was a bit disappointed
by the regular recommendations for consuming sugars/high-sugar-foods on the suggestion
that sugar can help people keep up their energy. (Yes, sugars does spike energy levels, however
they then drop significantly, causing visitors to feel hungry and want to eat more sugary food). it
is written wisely and very easy to comprehend. i'm often trying to maintain my healthy practices
and maintain a balanced diet. this book is a must have! BEST BUY EVER I boutht this reserve in
1997 and still use it and have it handy constantly! This book is not a cheap "trade edition," but a
well manufactured, hardbound book, replete with effective illustrations. for sickness what it is,
what should you eat, what to cut down, what to avoid. Good general discussion of dietary
aspects of food This is an excellent general market book to introduce people to the nutritional
areas of the meals they consume. in case you are a person like me and prefer to know what you
eat, you need to own this book! Love this book. Great Book Book came in great condition. The
article writer put the book information together very well and easy to understand... so it won't
possess the most current meals pyramid or current quantity of servings from each group, but
the food pyramid adjustments every once in awhile anyway so still an excellent book to have in
your collection. I thought this book was going to be considered a hidden gem, but I'm proved
wrong simply from scheming more than through a few of the information. I cannot wait to start
out reading. The topocs seems extremely interesting and educational. Not what I thought it had
been going to be Not what I wanted as an instant way to look up thinks I wanted to learn. I've
read this book from cover to cover But the prices at which this publication is obtainable, makes
this reserve one os the best economy offers in tow. interesting read. The publication was written
in 1996 or 1997... I've never owned a reserve such as this. The fish that's contaminated by the
waters they come from, and I could go on forever. This book is chock filled with excellent
information regarding foods and nutritionThis book must have had a production overrun,
because it's selling at prices that are inconceivably low.. it is a shame the federal government is
subjecting all to such awful products that could kill the populace like the fire proof pj's for
infants, the poisonous food delivered to us by China. I am 75 years aged, and discover this book
so educational. It can help with food selections for certain illnesses. incidentally i'm purchasing
today a 2004 copy for my mom in law who has recovered from breasts cancer and is indeed
much into eating healthful. Too much contradicting information compared to ND cited books.
Good book to own I got the book before the delivery day. I'm not likely to list the controdict info
however when you have claims conflicting with books by Dr.Wallach, Dr. I purchased it to
observe just what a friend was reading/what sort of information she was actually getting. Five
Stars Thank You . Four Stars good information
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